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BACK TO SCHOOL!
This issue is loaded
with new stories,
from the jewish
cultural club to a
man’s best friend
Please read the
entire issue to
ﬁnd out!

On the front cover: A new Covid puppy taking in the
sun. Throughout the nation, many families added new
additions to their families.
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BEHIND THE SCENES: JCC

What is your name?

BY MEEKA VARDI

Laila Kirstein.
What goes into being a leader of the JCC?
A lot of planning and community outreach. We emphasize community

Founded and run by seniors Tyler Gurth and Laila Kirstein, the

service in JCC and are always searching for activities and organizations

Jewish Cultural Club, or JCC, has made an immense impact on Parsippany

that we can become involved in.

Hills High School’s student body. Focused on developing a Jewish

What do people not see (regarding the work you guys put into the club)?

community within the Hills, the JCC has succeeded in doing just that, by

There’s a lot that people don’t see, from running the social media account

supporting the Jewish culture while also ensuring to include everyone in

to the hours of planning activities to do for each meeting. But it’s all worth

the club.

it in the end!

I myself joined the JCC just last year and found it to be

What would you like the readers to know about JCC?

nothing short of a warm, welcoming environment. With an amazing

JCC is a wonderful forum for meeting new people, getting involved in our

advisor, Mr. Weinstein, and a representative from the Metro West NCSY
and JSU, the club has flourished since its founding in May 2019. I was lucky
enough to interview the co-founder and co-president Tyler Gurth and Laila
Kirstein, as well as coordinator Miriam Dessau.

such as food and activities. It is a welcoming community for students of all
backgrounds, in fact, many of our members are not Jewish and just enjoy
learning about new cultures and participating in the service projects.

What is your name?

Describe the JCC in one sentence.

Tyler Gurth.

An inviting club perfect for anyone interested in experiencing Jewish

What would you like the readers to know about JCC?
More than anything it’s an inviting (and heavily food-orientated) club. The
majority of members aren’t even Jewish, just interested in the culture,

culture and food, meeting new people, and getting involved in the
community!
What are some activities club members can partake in?

which we welcome with open arms.

In JCC, we mainly focus on service projects, sometimes based on Jewish

How is the club adapting to fit the current COVID protocols (regarding

holidays, or just fun, cultural meetings where Jewish food is served. Last

meetings and activities)?

year some of our activities included a canned food drive, latke (potato

Right now we are still planning things, but our goals are to be able to

pancake) making for Hanukkah, making cards for a senior center, and

provide the same engagement and fun we enjoyed in school. We are
looking into socially distant outside gatherings with food and other treats,
as well as zoom meetings.

candy-Sukkah building for Sukkot just to name a few!
What are some lessons you have learned from being a part of JCC?
From being a part of JCC, I have learned to work off of feedback from our

What are some lessons you have learned from being a part of JCC?
I’ve definitely learned to be bold. Laila and I prepared a lot to get the club
running and we had no idea whether or not anyone would join. However,
we are incredibly proud of where the club has gotten!

school and local communities, and experiencing aspects of Jewish cultures

members to make our activities as enjoyable as possible for everyone. Also,
I’ve learned the importance of finding someone you get along with to work
with. Luckily, Tyler and I balance each other out and have so much fun
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running JCC together. We are so happy to see how far JCC has come!
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What is your name?

These adoption agencies are so happy to see adoption rates go up,

Miriam Dessau.

and those animals made so many homes happier. It truly seems like a

What is one thing you have learned from the students?
Everyone comes from their own personal backgrounds and has something
special to add based on that.

win-win situation, as the pets find a good home, and Americans found a way
to keep themselves busy while in lockdown. Because of all of the
restrictions put in place including travel bans, no one could book flights to

What would you like to see from the current members of the JCC?
It was sad when everything became virtual in March and the club fizzled a
bit. The best thing that I would like to see from the members is everyone
getting together again for the club in whatever fashion it is going to be this
year.

go anywhere. A common dealbreaker for people to adopt or buy a pet is the
restrictions for allowing them to fly, and many didn’t want to deal with
finding places to board them. With this all out of the picture, pets became a
considerable option again and they replaced the vacations with fun walks
around the neighborhood and trips to the dog park.
We have all experienced what it’s like to live in almost complete
isolation. Most Americans experienced quarantine in similar ways, but it’s

A MAN’S BEST FRIEND

no surprise that many needed some extra help staying sane. Pet adoption

BY KATE POHNER

rates going up were beneficial for both the owners and the pets themselves.
So many pets live in cages all their life, so it’s a great thing that while
Americans were using them as a way to improve mental health, the quality

Something we can all relate to since COVID cases climbed back in
March is the boredom that we truly experience when families are forced to

of life for those animals also improved tremendously, each finding a loving

stay home in quarantine. Everybody had different ways of coping. Some

companion. It’s safe to say that plenty of Americans found a new meaning

families went on walks each day, some had family game nights, and others

to the saying “A dog is a man’s best friend”.

did nothing but binge Tiger King and All American from start to finish. But
one of the most common ways that American families dealt with their
newly acquired free time was a rather cute one: Adopting or fostering pets.
In fact, rescue shelters saw a nearly 70% increase in the amount of animals
being fostered compared to the same time last year. Some shelters and pet
stores have waiting lists that extend far into 2021 now and the numbers are
still increasing. The common way people would get these animals, (usually
dogs) is by placing online applications for their desired pet. Most pet stores,
breeders, and shelters frequently ran low in inventory. Pets were definitely

This picture is of Kate Pohenr’s
dog, Bailey.

the most popular form of companionship when the pandemic was in full
swing.
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ONCE IN A BLUE MOON

night are of equal length. I think it’s pretty cool that we get to experience

BY SANAYA SINGH

a full moon on Halloween. If you have younger siblings that still trick or
treat, the addition of the full moon should add a little bit to the fun,

Most people are bound to have heard the phrase, “Once in a blue moon” to
describe something that doesn’t happen often or is very rare. Similar to the
use of the phrase itself, blue moons are a celestial event that are
uncommon. On average, they occur once every two and a half years. Now
you might be wondering, what is a blue moon anyway? Most people assume
that it means the moon turns blue. To an extent, they are right but also

despite the pandemic. After all, a full moon for every single time zone on
Halloween hasn’t happened since 1944. It truly is a once in a blue moon
event.

ADDITIONAL PICTURES
DUSZKIEWICZ

BY ANGELA

wrong. The moon could never actually turn blue. Due to air pollution
(smoke, ash, dust etc.), moonbeams that shine through particles larger than
900 nm, scatter red light which makes the moon be perceived as a different
color. This physics phenomenon is known as Mie Scattering.
In reality, a blue moon simply refers to either the extra full moon in
a season, or the second one of any given month. The former being the
oldest definition while the latter is more commonly known today. In either
case, the year the blue moon occurs contains a total of 13 full moons,
despite there being 12 months in a year. Moon cycles last 29.5 days
compared to the 30/31 days of a month. As a result, the leftover days that
are not part of a full cycle eventually lead to a year with an extra full moon.
During some years, another event occurs that is the direct opposite of a
blue moon. A black moon refers to a season with four new moons, or a
month with two new moons. Like a blue moon, this is seen (pun intended)
every two and a half years as well.
The last blue moon (by the two full moons in one calendar month
definition), happened on March 31, 2018. The next one is this month, on
Halloween nonetheless! Our first full moon of the month, the Harvest
Two dogs on a walk enjoying a sunny day by the
lake.

Moon, peaked on October 2nd. The Harvest moon refers to the first full
moon after the Autumn Equinox, one of 2 days of the year where day and
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